
Personal health data  
is for sale 



how does health data 
leave the healthcare 

system? 
we are just beginning 
to learn where it goes 



 US Health data map 1997   
http://tiny.cc/thxtlw  



 US Health data map 2010  http://tiny.cc/thxtlw  





all prescription records 
are sold daily 

from 
all 55,000 US 

pharmacies 



            2010:  Top Fortune 500 
Health Care: Pharmacy and Other 
Services  (health data mining industry) 

Rank  Company          500 rank     Revenues($ billions)  
1 Medco Health Solutions #35       59.8    (sells Rx data) 
2 HCA (largest US hospital chain)  #77          30       (?? hospitals sell data)                           
3 Express Scripts #96                        25       (sells Rx data) 
4 Quest Diagnostics #303                 7        (sells data/sends data 
to HIEs) 

“transforms millions of test results into valuable information products” 
http://www.questdiagnostics.com/brand/careers/index.html#services  

5 Omnicare  #347                               6.3      (???) 
(leading Rx provider for seniors)“we capture a tremendous amount of data” 
..combines data with outcomes algorithm technology 

6 Lab Corp. of America  #442           4.7 (sells data??/sends data 
to HIEs) 



2011: Top Fortune 500 
Health Care: Pharmacy and Other 

Services (health data mining industry) 
Rank  Company/500 rank                 Revenues($ billions)  
1 Medco Health Solutions  #34             66   (sells Rx data) 
2 Express Scripts #55 (up from 96)       25   (sells Rx data) 
3 Quest Diagnostics #320                       7.3  (sells lab data) 

“transforms millions of test results into valuable information products” 
http://www.questdiagnostics.com/brand/careers/index.html#services  

4 Omnicare  #371                                    6.1      (sells data???) 
(leading Rx provider for seniors)“we capture a tremendous amount of data” 
..combines data with outcomes algorithm technology 

5 Lab Corp. of America  #447                4.7 (sells lab data??) 
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2011/industries/224/index.html  



2012: Top Fortune 500 
Health Care: Pharmacy and Other 

Services (health data mining industry) 
Rank  Company/500 rank                 Revenues($ billions)  
1 Medco Health Solutions  #36             70  (sells Rx data) 
2 Express Scripts #60                               46   (sells Rx data) 
3 Quest Diagnostics #341                       7.5  (sells lab data) 

“transforms millions of test results into valuable information products” 
http://www.questdiagnostics.com/brand/careers/index.html#services  

4 Omnicare  #389                                    6.2      (sells data???) 
(leading Rx provider for seniors)“we capture a tremendous amount of data” 
..combines data with outcomes algorithm technology 

5 Lab Corp. of America  #443                5.5 (sells lab data??) 
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2011/industries/224/index.html  



Businessweek July 23, 2008: “They Know What's in Your Medicine Cabinet, How insurance companies 
dig up applicants' prescriptions—and use them to deny coverage" 
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/08_31/b4094000643943.htm?chan=magazine+channel_in+depth 



Nex2, Inc. (Sold to United Healthcare in 
2002) 

•  In stealth-mode, Nex2 built what are arguably the 
largest, near-realtime drug history databases in the 
world, with over 200 million Americans’ five-year 
running drug histories online (over 12 TB total). The 
databases are updated every 24 hours by every retail 
pharmacy in America via the PBMs... [these] 
prescription profiles act as a powerful surrogate for 
the medical record itself. 

•  All of this is HIPAA compliant because the 
insurance company always has the release, 
signed by the individual applicant.  

•  United Healthcare's Ingenix unit now runs these 
massive virtual database operations, still in 
stealth-mode, for obvious reasons. 



Prescription data mining 

The top three publicly-held prescription  
data mining and sales corporations in  
the US reported revenues in 2007 of $65  
billion dollars. 

See Fortune 500's data on their revenues at:  
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2008/snapshots/10630.html.  



Prescription data mining 

The top two publicly-held prescription  
data mining and sales corporations in  
the US reported revenues in 2012 of $116  
billion dollars. 

See Fortune 500's data on their revenues at:  
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2012/industries/224/  





                       Selling Private 
Personal Data 

Typical contract: 

 “Caremark may use, disclose, 
reproduce or adapt information obtained 
in connection with this Agreement, 
including Claims as well as eligibility 
information, in any matter it deems 
appropriate…” 



Rx Review 
•  False claims suit by federal government 
•  Series of letters to doctors to convince them to 

prescribe other drugs that were actually more 
expensive for plans; identified patients by name 

•  No disclosure that materials were paid for by the drug 
manufacturers 

•  Estimated $40 million revenue, nearly all of which 
was profit 

•  June 2008 sent letters promoting Januvia, included 
chart inserts with patient name, ID and DOB 



iScribe 
E-prescribing program 
When physicians register, they give CVS Caremark: 

     “the right to sell, transfer, license the Transaction 
Data, including data that identifies you from your 
Registration Information, to pharmaceutical 
manufacturers, healthcare clearinghouses and 
data analysis companies.” 

 the right to “collect Transaction data generated by 
your use of our products” including patient name, 
address, phone, DOB, gender, prescription” 



health data from 
EHRs, PHRs is sold 

using  
“research” loophole in 

HIPAA  



2010:  Top Fortune 500 Companies 
in  

health data mining industry 
4  General Electric (GE Centricity EHR/HIT 

systems, sells clinical data) revenue 157B 
14 McKesson (sells Rx data) revenue 107B 
18 CVS Caremark (sells Rx data) revenue 99B 
21 UnitedHealth Group (sells RX data) thru       
     Ingenix subsidiary) revenue 87B 
31 WellPoint (sells claims/clinical data via BHI) 

revenue 65B 

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2010/full_list/  



2011:  Top Fortune 500 
Companies  

health data mining industry 
6  General Electric (GE Centricity EHR/HIT 

systems,  
      sells clinical data) revenue 151B 
15 McKesson (sells Rx data) revenue 108B 
18 IBM (sells health data) revenue 100B 
19 Cardinal Health (drug distributor) revenue 

99B 
21 CVS Caremark (sells Rx data) revenue 96B 

up from 65B in 2010 
22 United Health Group (sells data thru Ingenix, 

its data management and IT unit, whose 
revenues increased more than 25%. 

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2011/full_list/  



2012:  Top Fortune 500 
Companies  

health data mining industry 
6  General Electric (GE Centricity EHR/HIT 

systems,  
      sells clinical data) revenue 148B 
14 McKesson (sells Rx data) revenue 112B 
18 CVS Caremark (sells Rx data) revenue 108B   
19 IBM (sells health data) revenue 107B 
21 Cardinal Health (drug distributor) revenue 

103B 
22 United Health Group (sells data thru Ingenix, 

its data management and IT unit)  102B 
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2011/full_list/  



                              Clinical Data Services  

https://www2.gehealthcare.com/portal/site/usen/menuitem.b399d8492e44a6765c09cbd58c829330/?
vgnextoid=ae0f4fb9efff5210VgnVCM100000382b3903RCRD&fromChannel=7e0f4fb9efff5210VgnVCM100000382b390

3____ 
About 15,000 MDs (primary care, specialty) 
De-identified, standardized data 
Warehoused nightly 
15 million unique patients, growing at 30% a 
year 

The de-identified data is collected from 
members using GE Centricity® Electronic 
Medical Record. The database is used by 
outcomes researchers, members of the 
pharmaceutical industry, and academic 
institutions in the hopes of improving clinical 
care and outcomes throughout the healthcare 
industry. 

The CDS Advantage Patient encounters since 
1996; average 3 years data 
Expanded demographic information (+ 3 
digit zip code), insurance 
Pharmaceutical therapeutic class, and brand 
name 

Clinical Data Services 
GE Healthcare's Clinical 
Data Services Business 
provides access to de-
identified ambulatory 
electronic medical record 
data. It is one of the 
largest anonymized 
clinical databases in the 
United States providing 
access to real-world 
longitudinal patient 
information. 



   Clinical Data Services 
    The CDS Advantage  

Disease Counts in Database  
Hypertension 2,284,249  
Hyperlipidemia 2,212,629  
Depression 1,185,828  
Cardiovascular Disease 

1,004,214 
 GERD 984,864  
Diabetes 922,169  
Asthma 750,963  
Osteoarthritis 602,043  
COPD 319,310  
ADD/ADHD/HKD 188,424  
Rheumatoid Arthritis 85,757  
Alzheimer's 35,790  
Parkinson's 22,017  

Note: Data reported as of 
February 28th, 2010   

Codified Medical Problems 
Prescriptions/Historical Meds 
Patient Allergies, Medical 
Orders and Events 
Vital Signs and Physical 
Findings 
Lab Values 

https://www2.gehealthcare.com/portal/site/usen/
menuitem.b399d8492e44a6765c09cbd58c829330/?
vgnextoid=ae0f4fb9efff5210VgnVCM100000382b3903RCRD&fromChannel=7e0f4fb9efff
5210VgnVCM100000382b3903____ 



Kansas City Business Journal 
Cerner finds a treasure in data mining 
by Mike Sherry Staff Writer 
•  The North Kansas City-based health care information technology 

company, known mostly for the health-record software sold to 
hospitals and clinics, is leveraging the billions of anonymous 
patient records it has at its disposal as marketable information to 
pharmaceutical companies and researchers. 

•  Included in Cerner’s data warehouse are 1.2 billion lab results. It also 
has smaller numbers of medication orders and other data. 

•  The company collects the information through data-sharing agreements 
with roughly 125 of its software clients. 

Cerner is not violating the ban on sales because of the “research” exception 

http://www.bizjournals.com/kansascity/stories/2009/06/01/story5.html?b=1243828800^1835382 



  EMR vendor to share patient data with     
  genetics research firm  

3/20/2008 by Richard Pizzi 
•  “Perlegen Sciences, Inc., a company exploring the 

clinical application of genetic research, plans to 
collaborate with an undisclosed electronic medical 
records vendor to identify and develop genetic markers 
that predict how patients are likely to respond to specific 
medical treatments. 

•  Under the terms of the agreement, Perlegen, based in 
Mountain View, Calif. , will have exclusive access to the 
EMR vendor's database of U.S. records for the purpose 
of assessing and selecting patients from whom 
appropriate genetic samples could be collected.” 



  Practice Fusion expands, shows 
signs of   
  rapid growth 

By  Diana Manos, Senior Editor  
12/31/07 

Practice Fusion subsidizes its free EMRs by selling  
de-identified data to insurance groups, clinical  
researchers and pharmaceutical companies. 

Howard said he does not expect data-sharing will be  
a concern to physicians who use Practice Fusion's  
EMRs. “Every healthcare vendor is selling data.” 
http://www.healthcareitnews.com/story.cms?id=8341&page=1 



Health Research Data for the Real World: the 
MarketScan Data Bases 

David M. Adamson, PhD 
Stella Chang, MPH 
Leigh G. Hanson, MS, MBA 

Research and Pharmaceutical Division  
Thomson Medstat, now THOMSON REUTERS 
January 2006 

KEY QUOTE: “Data from individual patients are integrated from all providers of 
care, maintaining all healthcare utilization and cost record connections at the 
patient level. 



Medicare and Medicaid data is for sale 
Thomson Medstat 



Personal health information is for sale 

          Thomson Medstat 



PrimeResearch part of an 
EHR/Practice Management 
Suite 

Key Benefits for Physicians: 

“Make clinical 
research  

participation a 
revenue  

source” - 
ie, doctors sell 

access  
to their patients and  
patients’ records  

The result – increased practice revenues and access 
to  

patient care improvements.” 

GREENWAY 
HELPS  

PHYSICIANS 
SELL: 

•  “de-identified” clinical data 
•  “de-identified”  financial 

data  
•  population data   
•  data on 19 M patients  
•  8 million prescriptions/yr 
•  data on 8,000 providers  

http://www.greenwaymedical.com/solutionprime-research/  



athenahealth strives to 
be  

the best at getting 
doctors  

paid 
used by 19,500 

physicians  
and medical providers  
nationwide 

Athenahealth Paying Dearly to 
Take on Larger Rivals  by Ryan McBride 
5/6/10  

athena might be able to halve 
the  

amount that physicians pay to 
use  

its EHR if they participate in  
“AthenaCommunity.”  

Athena would make money with  
the patient data by charging, say, 

a  
hospital a small fee to access a  
patient’s insurance and medical  
information from Athena’s 

network. 

http://www.xconomy.com/boston/2010/05/06/ 
athenahealth-paying-dearly to-take-on-largerrivals/3/   

http://www.athenahealth.com/strategic-
alliances/ 
index.phphttp://www.athenahealth.com/
strategic-alliances/index.php  





IBM launches massive health 
data research project 

May 06, 2010 | Diana Manos, Senior Editor 
SAN JOSE, CA  

•  IBM launched a “multi-year research project to connect and analyze 
enormous collections of data from a wide variety of sources” to 
“focus on childhood obesity”. 

•  Data from “finance, urban planning, individual behavior, disease 
transmission, clinical research, media and many others” will be used 
to develop “effective programs that enhance health and well-being.” 

•  Gary An, of Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, 
said “all these complex issues need to meld into a single thread of 
conversation as I talk to my patient”.   IBM can “help bring together 
these disparate and often potentially contradictory forces and aid me 
in tailoring how I can help my patient improve”. 

http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/ibm-launches-massive-health-data-research-
project  



claims data are sold 



What is BHI® (Blue Health Intelligence)?  
share critical health information with employers 
premier health intelligence resource in the nation 
unmatched detail about healthcare trends and best practices while protecting 
individual privacy  
BHI sets the new standard for healthcare data aggregation, reporting and analysis 

Size and Value 
 1) longitudinal data on 54 million BCBS members [used for this purpose without 
consent] 
 2) 36 months of historical information 
 3) reporting not only by MSA, industry and product type,  Diagnosis Related Groups 
(DRGs)     
 code, age group and gender  [allows re-identification] 

How does BHI ensure the privacy and security of members’ healthcare 
information?  
1)  adheres to HIPAA regs  [no consent for use and sale of data] throughout the 
collection and processing of company data  [your health information is BCBS’ 
corporate asset] 
2)  Use a system-generated identifier , allowing longitudinal analysis [allows re-
identification] 
3)  fully de-identified in accordance with HIPAA  [17 identifiers removed, still allows 
re- 
identification of .04%] 



In August, 2006, a large insurer, with plans in all 50 states, 
announced the creation of a new business unit to aggregate 
and sell the claims and health records of 79 million enrollees: 

The Medical Director said that the intended use 
of the database is to “service the big employers 
that pay the bills and want to pay smaller bills for 
health insurance.”  

He was “very enthralled about the ability to help 
multi-state employers fix their healthcare costs.” 
During the one and one-half years that the plan 
had been building the database, he had “never 
heard about privacy concerns.” 



Where did this slide come from ? The Medical Information Bureau, which sells 
your health data to insurers and employers. 



states sell DNA and 
hospital records 



                                                             

DNA Deception 
by Emily Ramshaw  
February 22, 2010 

“nine years' worth of e-mails and internal documents 
on the Department of State Health Services’ 
newborn blood screening program reveals the 
transfer of hundreds of infant blood spots to an 
Armed Forces lab to build a national and, someday, 
international mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) registry”---
it turns out newborn bloodspots were being sold by 
DSHS and TX A&M for research 



Austin Bulldog 
Hospital Patient Privacy Sacrificed as 
State Agency Sells or Gives Away Data 

Technology Used by For-Profit 
Companies 
Strips Away Inadequate Layers of 
Security 
by Suzanne Batchelor   

http://www.theaustinbulldog.org/index.php/Main -Articles/
Main-Articles/department-of-state-health-services.html   

DSHS collects , sells and gives away inpatient hospital 
data without consent for: 

•    public-health, medical research, trade  
    groups, lobbyists, businesses, anonymous  
    downloaders 



surveillance industry 



Behavioral 
Advertising 

http://www.aboutads.info/choices/ Hundreds or thousands of companies 
data mine your every online click but 113 
participate in a self-regulatory program 

Using the tools on this page, you can opt 
out from receiving interest-based 
advertising from some or all of our 
participating companies: 24/7 Media 

33Across 
Accuen Inc. 
Acxiom 
Adap.tv, Inc. 

Adara Media, Inc. 
Adblade Premium Ad Network      
AdBrite, Inc.    
Adchemy, Inc. 
Adconion Media Group 

etc 
etc 



You for Sale: Mapping, and Sharing, 
the Consumer Genome 
June 16, 2012    Justin Bolle for the New York Times 

Acxiom--world’s  
largest consumer  
database  
• 50 trillion data transactions/year.  
• 500M consumers worldwide, a majority of US adults 
• sales of $1.13B 
• 1,500 data points per person 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/17/technology/acxiom-the-quiet-giant-of-consumer-database 
marketing.html?_r=3&ref=todayspaper 



The Wall Street Journal 
Insurers Test Data Profiles to 
Identify Risky Clients  
By  Leslie Scism and Mark Maremont   
NOVEMBER 19, 2010 

Life insurers are testing an intensely 
personal new use for the vast dossiers of 
data being amassed about Americans: 
predicting people's longevity. 
Data-gathering companies have such extensive files on most U.S. consumers—
online shopping details, catalog purchases, magazine subscriptions, leisure 
activities and information from social-networking sites—that some insurers are 
exploring whether data can reveal nearly as much about a person as a lab 
analysis of their bodily fluids. 

http://online.wsj.com/article/
SB10001424052748704648604575620750998072986.html 





health information 
disclosed online is 

sold 



patientslikeme 
How does PatientsLikeMe make money?  

“We take the information patients like you share 
about your experience with the disease and sell 
it to our partners (i.e., companies that are 
developing or selling products to patients).” 

“you should expect that every piece of 
information you submit (even if it is not currently 
displayed) may be shared with our partners and 
any member of PatientsLikeMe, including other 
patients”  



              Real Age.com 

•  According to RealAge’s Vice President for Marketing, Andy 
Mikulak, 

–  “At the end of the day, if you want to reach males over 
60 that are high blood pressure sufferers in northwest 
Buffalo with under $50,000 household income that also 
have a high risk of diabetes, you could.”  

–  “Online Age Quiz is a Window for Drug Makers” by Stephanie Clifford,  
New York Times, March 26, 2007 

•  Maintains the right to change its “services” without notice.  A 
consumer’s sole recourse is to stop using the site.  



From RealAge.Com  (Consumers) From RealAge.Com/Corporate  
(Drug Companies) 

Source:  Privacy Policy, link at bottom of Home Page 
“Disclosure of Your Personal Data and Personal Postal 
Data (p. 3 of 5) 
Except as otherwise stated in this policy, we do not sell, 
trade or rent the Personal Data collected from our services 
to third parties.  However, we will share your Personal Data 
with third parties to fulfill the services that you have asked 
us to provide to you, including but not limited to sending you 
free newsletters and promotional emails.  These third 
parties are required not to use your Personal Data other 
than to provide the services requested by RealAge.  You 
expressly consent to the sharing of your Personal Data with 
our contractors and third party service providers for the sole 
purpose of providing services to you.”  

“Accessing, Reviewing, and Changing Your Personal 
Data 
You may change any of your contact information in your 
account online by visiting My Account.  Note that we may 
retain changed or deleted information in our archives.”   

Source:  Terms of Use, link at bottom of Home Page 

“Modification to the Site (p. 1 of 5) 
We reserve the right to modify the Site or to change or 
discontinue any of the services offered on the Site with or 
without notice to you…If you object to any change to the 
Site or our services, your sole recourse will be to 
discontinue using the Site.  Your continued use of any 
modified service on the Site will indicate your assent to such 
changes.” 

Source: Home Page, large, bold font, 
bulleted text 

“Reach Millions with RealAge!” 

“RealAge offers unique targeting 
capabilities…” 

“Leveraging our extensive database 
of health and lifestyle information, 
we connect the rights people with the 
right advertisements.” [emphasis 
added] 

“Target your message based on 
lifestyle and health condition data” 


